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Abstract: As one of multiple forms of literacy, art can cause human to achieve knowledge and insight. One of
problems art education in Iran encounters is the lack of correct understanding of art education approaches
involved in middle school art education. In this content analysis, traditional, thinking disposition, integration,
DBAE, creative problem solving, preparing for the world of work and promoting academic performance
approaches were studied and explored in the content of middle school art textbooks. The results showed that
the dominant approach in the current the content of middle school art textbooks is art production approach.
This approach in the the content of middle school art textbooks is related to knowing how in the curriculum.
It is expected that the content and curriculum of Iran's middle school art education improve with applying the
NCin the next future.
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INTRODUCTION

[12, 13]. In one end of the range, there are approaches
such as traditional one which are affected by the
dictatorial space of World War II and conceive art as a
means for creative self-expression and have not any
concern on curriculum design [10]. In the other end of the
range, there are some new approaches such as Barkan and
Greer DBAE based on Bruner's theory which concentrate
on society's knowledge base changes, learners and
all who involve in art teaching-learning process [14].
Art criticism separates the latter approach from others.
However, its art dimensions are conceptually
corresponding to those of Rimer's aesthetic approach.
That is, "knowing" within is achieved by art criticism,
"knowing how" emerges from art production, "knowing
that"embeds in cultural-historical contexts and "knowing
why" provides a value structure by which other
"knowings" are meaningful and art aesthetic is achieved.
It is notable that the discipline of making art is grounded
in procedural knowledge, while forms of declarative
knowledge give feedback to the practice of procedural
knowledge when making art [2].
Despite its importance for education administrators,
the identification
of dominant approaches and
knowledge-domains in Iran's middle school art education

Curricula are of important and key elements in
education systems. The main question is how a
curriculum can be considered so important and valuable.
The possible answers are regarded from several aspects.
One aspect relates to the mainquestion Spenser that
which knowledge is more valuable [1] and what the
placement of art is in relation to other subject matters [2].
The placement and role of art can also be studied as to
various visions or approaches to art education.
These approaches include among others Greer’s
discipline-based art education [3], Broudy'sperception of
expressiveness [4, 5], Gardner's art product [6], aesthetic
[7], Perkins' thinking disposition [8], Viggotsky’s art and
language [9] and others such as traditional (creative selfexpression), integrative, visual culture, preparation for the
world of work, promotion of academic performance and
creative problem solving As he notes, “A way of seeing
is also a way of not seeing” [10] Some of these
approaches (e.g. aesthetic one) consider the inner and
intrinsic features of art [11] and others (e.g. preparation
for the world of work and promotion of academic
performance) indicate the instrumental features of art
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has not been regarded seriously in the related literature.
Some research has surveyed the current situation of art
education and its role and importance in schools. For
example, Kazemi [15] surveyed teachers and students
views on art role and placement in middle schools in
Semnan State and concluded that despite students and
teachers' great interests in art actions, art courses have
not appropriate placement in guide school curricula due
to superficial and incorrect conception of the subject
matter.
In another study, Art Group of Text-book Design and
Composition Group in Education Ministry [16] surveyed
the viewpoints of 6 groups for exploring the issues
and problems involved in art education in Iran's
Middle-schools. These groups included 3-grade
guide-school students, parents, art teachers, non-art
teachers, school head teachers and regional education
administrators. The groups each completed a survey tool.
The study identified the main priorities of art education in
guide-schools as follows: 1. Training professional
teachers, 2. Making manager agree and improve reformed
programs of art education, 3. Reforming programs
involved in art curriculum design, 4. Revising the course
and attempting to design new textbooks. 5. Providing art
tools and means as educational and aids and 6. Launching
new art centers outside schools and under supervision of
Education Ministry.
In addition to few studies on art education of the
country, an overview on the history of art education itself
reveals the problems art education in middle school level
encounters. Art textbooks for Middle-school grades 1, 2
and 3 were designed in 1971, 1972 and 1973, respectively
and included painting, calligraphy and handiwork. In 1982,
matters such as singing, story telling, cinema and theater
were added to the content. But, despite the increase in the
content, previous two-hours per week class session
decreased in one-hour per week ones.The content has
been limited to calligraphy, painting and handiwork since
1984 and new designed textbooks in 1989 have
incorporated these three subject matters without any
notable changes despite of great development in
knowledge during recent years[17]. The objectives of the
course have not changed since 2000 when 647th meeting
of Iran High Council for Education was held [18].
From inter-subject matters, of about 933 hours yearly
dedicated to 10 various courses in middle school 3 grades,
1

only 37 hours are for arteducation. This mean rate is the
least among the courses. From intra-subject matters,
fields such as music, drama and visual arts and
religious-national arts such as puppet show and
narrowing have been ignored in current situation [19]
despite the importance of arts such as music, drama,
dance and visual art in worldwide art education
[20, 21].
As domestic studies show, no attempt to identify the
current approach in art education and knowledge domain
orientations are of gaps in conducted studies [22- 25].
By the identification of such approaches and orientations,
other curriculum elements would be considered and
determined. Although, existing problems and defects are
going to be solved in the National Curriculum1 (NC),athe
current study tends to investigate the existing
approach(s) in art education and knowledge-domain
orientations related to various components involved in
Iran's middle school art education.
Research Questions:
What approach(s) do the contents of middle school
art education textbooks follow?
What are knowledge-domains in middle school art
education textbooks?
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was content analysis. All middle school
art text-books in the academic year of 2010-2011 were
studied by using content analysis. Content (paragraph),
illustration and assignment in the art textbooks were
considered as recording units in the study. Based on
deductive encoding, categories provided for studying art
education approaches.
Based on the related literature[3-10] the encoding
categories included traditional, integrative and creative
problem solving approach,DBAE approach involving art
production, aesthetic, art criticism and art history, the
approach of thinking disposition, preparation for the
world of the work and promoting academic
performance.The reliability of content analysis was
investigated by encoding about 10 percentages of the
categories by a second encoder. The agreement
coefficient between the two encoders was about 86%.

Based on this program, Iran's future general education consists of the 4 periods: preschool with 1 grade, primary school with 6
grades and middle school with 6 grades. The latter consists of first 3 grades as the first middle school and the other 3 grades as the
second middle school. Iran's current general education system involves primary school (5 years), guide school (3 years) and high
school (4 years).
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Categories relating to knowledge-domains including
knowledge that, knowledge how, knowledge why and
knowledge within were provided by reviewing related
literature [2, 7, 26]. Using integrative inquiry, conceptual
coordination between both knowledge domains and art
education approaches were matched with middle school
art textbook contents.

and least frequencies, respectively. In art production
approach, the frequencies of painting and designing and
calligraphy were with 147 (81.6%) and 33 (18.33%),
respectively. In total, art production approach with
883 (61/26%) observed frequencies and world related
culture vision (non-Iranian-Islamic) with 3 (.33%)
observed frequencies had the highest and the least ranks
(Table1).
Out of 883, illustrations with 521 (59%) and content
and theme with 173(19/59)frequencies have the highest
and the least ranks, respectively. integrative approach in
grade 2 had not any frequency. In grade 1, observed
frequencies belonged to painting and calligraphy.
The integrative approach is manifested in graphics
that includes painting, designing and calligraphy
(Table 1).
Creative problem solving, preparation for the world
of work, promotion for academic performance approaches
which are regarded as instrumental approaches had not
any obvious frequencies in the analysis units.
DBAE with 4 dimensions including art production,
aesthetic, art criticism and art history with 79/47% has the
highest frequency in the content of middle school art
textbooks. As the approach es comprehensive and does
not focus on an especial learning field in arts, it contains
the approaches such as aesthetic approach concerning
the issues of art nature, appreciating art aesthetic and
criteria of art evaluation. As art criticism in DBAE
approach is not considered in Iran's art education, it could
not conceiveas DBAE (Table1).

RESULTS
Research question 1 tended to explore the approach
(s) that the contents of middle school art education
textbooks follow. As Table 1 shows, in grade 1, from
314 observed frequencies, art production approach
with 210 (66/87%) and that of world related visual
culture (non-Iranian-Islamic) vision with.32% (lower than
1%) had the highest and least frequencies, respectively.
The first two highest frequencies in art production
approach belong to painting and designing with
136 (64.76%) and calligraphy with 74 (35.24%),
respectively. In grade 2, from 257 observed frequencies,
art production approach with 151 (85.75%) and that of
world related visual culture (non-Iranian-Islamic) vision
with 1 (.39%) had the highest and least frequencies,
respectively. In art production approach, the frequencies
of painting and designing,and calligraphy ere with
106 (70/19%)and 45(29/80%), respectively. In grade 3,
from 312 observed frequencies, art production approach
with 180 (57.69%) and that of world related visual culture
(non-Iranian-Islamic) vision with 1 (.32%) had the highest

Table 1: Description of art education approaches in the content of Iran's middle school art textbooks(grade 6,7 & 8)
Factors
Approaches

Frequency
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CE2
TD3
TD4
AM5
A6
AC7
AHW8
AHI9
CPS10
PWW11
PAP12
Total
Percentage

Them
Illustration
Assignment

5
3
13

60
55
10

3
28
4

51
334
148

0
0
0

9
2
9

0
2
1

37
97
4

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

173
521
189

Total
Percentage

21
2.4

125
14.2

35
3.9

541
61.3

0
0

20
2.2

3
0.33

138
15.6

0

0

0

883

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Creative self- expression (Traditional)
Thinking disposition
Thinking disposition
Art product
Aesthetic
Art criticism
Art history of world
Art history of Iran- Islam
Creative problem solving
Preparation for the world of work
Promotion of academic performance
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59
21.4
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The result in research question 2 showed that
knowledge-domain in the content of middle school art
textbooks is knowing how(art education). Totally, out of
observed frequencies relating to the content of guide
school art textbooks, 541(61.2. %) relate to knowing how,
141 (15.9. %) to knowing that(art history of Iran and
World) and 20 (2.2%) to knowledge within(art criticism).
Knowledge why which tends to recognize art, its nature
and appropriate indicators for its evaluation was really
ignored.

Exploring knowledge why results in aesthetic
approach in which the notions embedded in the approach,
such as art nature, art importance and appreciation and its
evaluating criteria can be traced in art cultural-historical
context [11]. Such an exploration was not considered in
the context of art education textbooks. However, it can be
seen somewhat in approved objectives. This shows a
significant disagreement between the content of the
art education text books and the approved objectives.
In addition, these objectives concentrate on knowledge
that while the content of art textbooks focus on
knowledge how, which in turn reflects curriculum
designers' unawareness of art education approaches and
knowledge domains.
Different approaches to art education are not stable
issues and all participate in a complex network of art
education incorporating context, content, learner and
teacher (why, what, how and who), When selecting an
approach or some approaches, in addition the necessity
of
regarding
philosophical,
sociological
and
psychological principles, we need to answer the question
of what reasons we consider for selecting a certain
approach and not selecting others.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
There is some evidence that shows that art curriculum
in Iran [1,27] and throughout the world, despite their
differences in details, focus on knowledge how for art
production [2, 8, 26, 28-34]. This kind of knowledge is
embedded in the physics rather than mind. Knowledge
that is located in the mind. This dualism has historical
origins and is manifested in paired terms such as extremity
and manners, individual and society, child and curriculum
and physics and mind [35]. Plural idea which is
deconstructing finds its way in art. The notions that art
doesn't require declarative knowledge and that knowledge
how is independent from knowledge that must be
reconstructed conceptually.
Then, despite some other internal things for thinking,
thinking originates from objective, expression and social
situation [ 36, 37] and meaning construction can’t be
made without visual, audio and sense conceptions [4].
Gardner [6] argues that in school years such as middle
school ones when students begin to develop their
abstract thinking, it can be possible to reduce art
production approach and focus on cultural approach as
art history. Any art work either in the form of encoding
(art production) or that of decoding (such as art
perception) finds its meaning in broad cultural, historical
and social contexts which include broad cultures such as
out-school and out board ones [38]. These contexts effect
on both selected content and teaching-learning methods.
Exchanging "existences" and "not existences" [39] help
us to identify neglected art approaches. The lack of
appropriate exposure to visual cultural approach in the
form of world's art history in Iran's middle school art
textbooks deprives Iranian students from excellent art
experiences and great artists' products. There is not deep
exposure to art work in these textbooks. As Ibn-khaldoon
said, in history studies, we should go beyond simple
historic narration and explore the causes of historical
events [40].
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